
Care guide
Ball python

What you need:

Heat pad

Thermostat 

hide  is beneficial 

Water dish 

substrate  

Setup:

Ideal temperature 88 to 90 degrees
Medium to high humidity (60 - 70%)

Congratulations on your new pet! 
Here are some quick tips to get you started on the right track.  Tip
#1 even though you really want to, try to let your pet settle in and
get use to you. So give them about a week or until two days after
their first successful feeding before handling. Tip # 2 all our snakes
are started on frozen thawed rodents. This has all the nutrients
they need and it’s what they’re use to so it’ll make the transition
easier. Final tip, when you do start handling your snake it’s all about
building a relationship. Building threads of trust and become that
really comfortable place for your snake to hangout and explore
their new world. We strongly recommend not cohabiting these
animals.

Disclaimer: This sheet is just what works for us it isn’t the only way to keep your animal.
 



Care guide
Spotted python

What you need:

Heat pad

Thermostat 

Large hide 

Water dish 

substrate  

Setup:

Ideal temperature 85 to 90
degrees

Low humidity (45 - 55%) 

Congratulations on your new pet! 
Here are some quick tips to get you started on the right track.  Tip
#1 even though you really want to, try to let your pet settle in and
get use to you. So give them about a week or until two days after
their first successful feeding before handling. Tip # 2 all our snakes
are started on frozen thawed rodents. This has all the nutrients
they need and it’s what they’re use to so it’ll make the transition
easier. Final tip, when you do start handling your snake it’s all about
building a relationship. Building threads of trust and become that
really comfortable place for your snake to hangout and explore
their new world. We strongly recommend not cohabiting these
animals.

Disclaimer: This sheet is just what works for us it isn’t the only way to keep your animal.
 



Care guide
Woma python

What you need:

Heat pad

Thermostat 

Large hide  

Shallow 
 water dish 

substrate  

Setup:

Ideal temperature 85 to 90
degrees

Low humidity (45 - 55%) 

Congratulations on your new pet! 
Here are some quick tips to get you started on the right track.  Tip
#1 even though you really want to, try to let your pet settle in and
get use to you. So give them about a week or until two days after
their first successful feeding before handling. Tip # 2 all our snakes
are started on frozen thawed rodents. This has all the nutrients
they need and it’s what they’re use to so it’ll make the transition
easier. Final tip, when you do start handling your snake it’s all about
building a relationship. Building threads of trust and become that
really comfortable place for your snake to hangout and explore
their new world. We strongly recommend not cohabiting these
animals.

Disclaimer: This sheet is just what works for us it isn’t the only way to keep your animal.
 


